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Introduction

BeforeI cameto StuttgartUniversity,at the Departmentfor Simulationof Large
Systems(SGS), I've startedwork on my Ph.D. thesis(“Wing-tip shape optimization
using genetic algorithm”). Here in Stuttgart,I hopedto concretizeprevioustheoretical
considerations,by developing a program packageto demonstrateall optimization
aspect. Also, I were to use parallel-computing assets at my disposal.

Objectives

First, I neededto introduceflexible geometricalmodel,in orderto allow various
wing planform and winglet position and shapealternatives.Also, completegeometry
hadto bedefinedwith a certainnumberof variableparameterswhich couldbeusedfor
genetic algorithm optimization.

Second,thederivedgeometricalmodelwasto beusedin aerodynamiccalculation
of wing span efficiency factor (by method of doublet-sourcesingularities). This
calculated factor would be objective function in genetic algorithm.

Nextwould beimplementationof geneticalgorithmitself. Giventhegreatnumber
of variableparametersandunknownnatureof objectivefunction, I felt that this is the
best choice for optimization.

In the end,since it takesgreatamountof computer-timeto evaluateeachwing
variation,I hadto makeoptimizationexecutein parallel, usingMPI parallelcomputing
library.

Implementation

Geometry modeling

Both wing and winglets are modeled as array of segments,which can be
connected directly, or by special connection (blending surface) if needed.

Each segmentconsistsof two boundaryairfoils, connectedby B-splines, thus
forming discretizedaerodynamicsurface.Airfoils can be from standardNACA series
(4, 5, 6 – digit), or theycanbe freely definedby two B-splines,onerepresentingmean
line, and the other for thicknessdistribution. If NACA airfoils are chosen, variable
parameterswould be thoseused to define them accordingto NACA standardsand
equations. In case of B-splines, spline control points can be set as parameters. 

Blending surfacesare mostly neededfor connectionbetweenthe wing tip and
winglet,or betweentwo winglets(sincetherecanbemoreadjoiningwinglets).Theyare
modeled as Coon's patches, and are defined by the geometry of boundary segments.

Aerodynamic calculation

I used incompressible-inviscidpotential flow field model for aerodynamic
calculation. By use of this model, governingequationsof flow field are reducedto



Laplace equations. Neglecting compressibility and viscosity is possible because in order
to determine span efficiency factor, one needs to calculate only induced part of drag,
which is not dependent of these phenomenon.

Laplace equation can be solved by panel method, by distributing doublets and
sources on dicretized wing surface, consisting of finite number of qudrilateral panels.
Wing vortex sheet is modeled with a free wake method.

Finally, induced drag is calculated in the Treftz plane, which gives better results
then integrating drag over the wing surface.

Genetic algorithm optimization

I have used real-value coding of parameters, since various sources state that, for
the engineering problems, real-value based genetic algorithm is faster than using binary-
coding.

General properties of used genetic algorithm were as follows: ranking unit fitness,
roulette-wheel selection of parents, intermediate drift recombination to produce
offspring, real-value based mutation and elitist reinsertion.

Also, there can be more populations evolving in parallel, with migration model
between them.

Parallelization

MPI parallelization is very natural for multi-population genetic algorithm, where
each processor in the network can be used for evolving one population, and migrations
are done through communicating network.

This parallelization is still in process of testing, so currently there are no
optimization results. I will continue this work in SimLab in Belgrade.

Conclusion

My stay in Stuttgart was professionally very useful for me. I've finished grater
part of software needed to complete my thesis, as well as introducing myself to parallel
calculation techniques.

Working environment was very convenient, and people at SGS were friendly and
helpful.
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